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Somewhere in Lake Forest there could be hidden treasures from the Lost City of Atlantis.  An ancient scroll that was recently 

found tells a tale of Atlantian Scouts finding new lands to the west.  These Scouts buried six scared pearls from Atlantis to 

claim the area as possible sites to expand the empire.  Help find these pearls and we can prove that the Lost City of Atlantis is 

True! 

Do this hunt on your own, with a friend or even with the family.  Challenge a group of friends, a spouse or other couples. Get 

out of the house and take a journey around Lake Forest and see the sites and have some fun.  Wear good comfortable shoes, 

because you will be doing a lot of walking.  You will be walking on sidewalks, trails, gravel, grass, weeds, forest,  and if it 

rained mud and puddles.  You will cross streets (please use crosswalks).  You will not go in any buildings, cemeteries or over 

railroad tracks.  Bring water, a snack and dress for the weather.  Make a day out of it by bring a picnic basket and find a beau-

tiful spot to  enjoy. Even if you don’t win the treasures, take pictures during the hunt and next to the clues.  Then take your 

pictures and make a photo album of your journeys and that’s a True Treasure. 

The clues to find the six treasures are in six different verses.  Figure out the clues and you will find the treasures.  The treas-

ures (Single Pearl) only goes to the first person who brings back the fake rock with a key in it from the different sites back to 

the Lake Forest Recreation Center.  You will need the internet to start the hunt and use it for other clues if you like.  No other 

clues will be given, this puzzle/hunt is on your own.  The treasure hunt needs at least 20 registered participants to officially 

begin.  Once we have the minimum number of participants, the clues will be given out.  The joy is in the seeking! 

Code: Possible Start Date: Age: Fee: R /NR 

30162601-01 Friday, July 17 17 yrs. & Up $100/ $120 


